EDITOR'S MESSAGE

Chris Whitehead
Executive Editor

More so than earlier volumes, this Journal has been a cooperative effort. Many people collaborated on the translations, and many did the final editing of the articles that appear. My thanks — and yours — go to Martha Bixler, Stewart Carter, Sandra Coffin, Doug Kirk and Rick Seraphinoff for their work in editing these pieces.

Dedicating this Journal to Christopher Monk is a small tribute and even so, seems not enough thanks for all he has given us, as instrument-maker, musician and gentleman, for he will be greatly missed.

ERRATA

In the Historic Brass Society Journal Vol. 2, 1990, the painting of Gottfried Reiche reproduced on Page 8 was inadvertently reversed in printing.

The caption appearing on Page 89 with Fig. 6 should refer to King James.
Jon T. Borowicz’ name was missing from Page 131.

The number of members we had intended to publish in the President’s Message on Page 213 is nearly 400.

The advertisement for Helmut Finke on Page 214 incorrectly listed Scott Sorensen as U.S. agent; Sorensen is agent for Webb Trumpets, as the ad on Page 217 correctly indicated.